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height to n k, the height rod, and draw g c to e parallel to / A, the line of the floor; then obtain the semi-diameter of the well-hole upon the line, g c, as from 5 to v deducting the projection of the rail over the concave side of the*concave string, and apply said distance from c to z, fig. 3, at 0; let "fall the perpendicular, z y, then obtain the expansion of the well-hole from c to a, fig, 1, and apply said distance from q to a, fig. 3; then from the centres z and y describe the semicircles c e and a b, then draw the lines a c and b e, which give the plan for the rail its conical form (the dotted line around the given plan, fig. 3,' shows the projection of the rails over the concave edge of the concave string); then .divide the perpendicular y z, fig. 3, into four equal parts, as 246, which lines being the diameter of the frustum at each given point; then subdivide each of these parts into two equal parts each, as s t u v, which lines being the semi-diameter of the frustum at each given point, let fall a perpendicular from the base of the frustum a b at y, through the given plan, fig. 4; draw the dotted line m through said plan parallel to the base, a b, of the frustum, fig. 3; then obtain the centres s t u v for each respective quadrant in the same manner as has been described in fig. 1; then take the distances equal to the semi-diameter at the several points as 5 k for the first quadrant, t n for the second, u w for the third, and v x for the fourth of fig. 3, and apply said distances from s to k, t to n, u to w, and v to x, fig. 4, also continues k to o; then from the centre s describe the quadrant k n from a, from the centre t describe the quadrant n w, from the centre u describe the quadrant w x, and from the centre v describe the quadrant x o, also the segment o p from the centre s, for the concave side of the rail; then set off the middle of the given plan, and from the same centres describe the width of the rail upon the convex side of the given plan from g around to /, j to TO, and m to n; then obtain the stretch-out of each respective quadrant and segment, A, B, C, D, E, in the same manner as has been described in the preceding plates.
To draw the concave and convex falling moulds, as figs. 5 and 6.
Draw the base line, g e, then obtain the concave stretch-outs, fig. 4, of the several quadrants, a b of the first, c w of the second, w d of the third, and e o of the fourth,

